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Abstract— The K-Nearest Neighbor classifier is a well-known and widely applied method in data mining
applications. Nevertheless, its high computation and memory usage cost makes the classical K-NN not
feasible for today’s Big Data analysis applications. To overcome the cost drawbacks of the known data
mining methods, several distributed environment alternatives have emerged. Recently, several K-NN
based classification algorithms have been proposed which are distributed methods suitable for distributed
computing environments and applicable for emerging data analysis needs. In this work, a new CR-KNN
algorithm is proposed, which improves the classification accuracy performance of the well-known KNearest Neighbor (K-NN) algorithm by benefiting from the center representation of the instances
belonging to different data classes. The proposed algorithm relies on the data class representations which
are the closest to the test instance. The CR-KNN algorithm was tested using several real-datasets
belonging to different application areas. The performance results acquired after extensive experiments
are presented in this paper and they prove that the proposed CR-KNN algorithm is a competitive
alternative to other studies recently proposed in the literature.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the current information age, businesses tend to base their policies and forecasting on the analysis and
processing continuously growing volumes of data retrieved from many different online streaming sources [1].
To achieve precise business decisions, data coming from different environments (e.g. different social media
tools, data warehouses, cloud storages etc.) need to be analyzed using efficient data mining algorithms. Analyzing
data coming from high number of data sources results in working with huge amounts of unstructured raw data,
which are big in terms of volume, variety and velocity of acquisition. The process of analyzing such data is
recently a popular research area, known as the Big Data Analysis [2].
One of the crucial data mining tasks is classification. Classification, which is the task of assigning data
instances to one of several predefined data classes, is a pervasive problem that encompasses many diverse
applications [3].
To classify data in the big data age, centralized techniques lack the low classification delay performance,
which is vital to cope with the high velocity data streams of big data. To tackle with this timing requirement of
the modern data classification, several distributed environments have been tested and used by different
researchers. One of these distributed environments is the Apache Hadoop and the Google’s MapReduce
Framework [4].
K Nearest Neighbor Classification (K-NN) has been one of the most popular classification algorithms [5].
Nevertheless, the classical K-NN algorithm suffers from high computation costs, which makes it inconvenient for
modern big data analysis that requires rapid and accurate classification results.
The classical K-NN algorithm is based on calculating the distances between the test data instance to be
classified and all of the instances in the training data set and finding the closest K number of training instances.
After detecting the K number of closest training instances, the K-NN algorithm applies majority voting which is
the process of detecting the data class with the maximum number of instances among the K selected instances.
Traditionally, individual instance distances based classification strategy of the classical K-NN algorithm
makes this algorithm perform weakly in terms of the classification accuracy.
On the other hand, K-NN’s individual instance distances strategy makes K-NN a strong candidate for
distributed data classification, which is the basis of achieving acceptably low classification delays while
classifying big data.
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Taking into account the K-NN’s suitability to distributed environments, many K-NN based studies, which try
to improve the K-NN algorithms performance, have been proposed in the literature [6-16] to meet the modern
data mining needs.
In this paper, a new K Nearest Neighbor classification algorithm, which will be referred as the Center
Representation KNN algorithm (CR-KNN) hereafter, is proposed. The CR-KNN algorithm tries to improve the
classification accuracy performance of the classical K-NN algorithm.
The main idea of the CR-KNN algorithm is to base the classification decision of the classical K-NN algorithm
on the class representations by calculating the centroids of the training instances belonging to the same classes
among the K closest instances detected by the K-NN algorithm. In other words, the classical majority voting
decision step of the classical K-NN is refined by a better class representation based classification decision, which
is also computationally efficient. Furthermore, the CR-KNN is further improved by introducing the variance
effect to the distance measurement so that the algorithm can adapt to the varying data distributions of different
datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the proposed CR-KNN algorithm in detail.
The experimental setup and the achieved performance results are presented in section III. Finally, the section IV
concludes the paper and states the future works.
II.

THE PROPOSED CR-KNN ALGORITHM

A. The Classical K-NN Algorithm
In a classification task, if a data instance is considered as a vector of feature values, then a data instance i can
be denoted as vi which corresponds to a vector containing p features. Therefore, classifying a data instance means
detecting the correct data classes of n test data instances by comparing their similarity to m training data instances
using their feature values.
The classical K-NN algorithm is based on the idea of calculating the distances of a test data to be classified to
all of the of data instances in the training data set. On computing the distances, the classical K-NN considers the
K number of minimum distances and uses the training instances which produced those K distances. These K
training instances are the K Nearest Neighbors of the tested data.
After detecting the K nearest neighbors, the classical K-NN detects which data class has the most number of
instances among the selected K nearest neighbors, which is known as the process of majority voting. As it can be
understood from the given explanation of the classical K-NN algorithm, the classification decision is based on the
individual instance distances between all testing and training instances.
Nevertheless, when a data set with high number of instances and high number of features per instance needs to
be classified, the classical K-NN algorithm’s classification accuracy performance becomes lower than its
competitors, like K-Means classification [17].
Hence, it can be concluded that to become a classification algorithm suitable for modern data analysis needs, the
K-NN’s classification accuracy performance should be improved. Taking into account these needs, the CR-KNN
algorithm is proposed.
B. The proposed CR-KNN Algorithm
The proposed CR-KNN algorithm improves the classical K-NN algorithm with contributions in the distance
measurement and classification decision steps.
The classical Euclidean Distance Calculation is given in (1).

=

∑

−

(1)

Like classical K-NN, the first step of the CR-KNN algorithm is calculating the distances between the testing
data instance and all training data instances using (1).
After computing all the distances, the CR-KNN finds the K nearest neighbors with the minimum distances to
the tested data instance. At this point, unlike classical KNN, the proposed CR-KNN finds which data classes exist
among the K nearest neighbors and groups the nearest neighbors according to which data classes they belong to.
After the class detection, the CR-KNN finds the centers of the training data instances for each detected class.
To clarify the introduced idea, consider the following simplified example, as the detected K nearest neighbors:
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<ts9, <tr3, 0.11, A>
<ts9, <tr11, 0.14, B>
<ts9, <tr27, 0.15, B>
<ts9, <tr23, 0.12, C>
<ts9, <tr42, 0.12, A>
In the example given above, 5 nearest neighbors are from classes A, B and C where tr3 and tr4 are from class
A, tr11 and tr27 are from class B and tr23 is from class C. Hence, the listed training instances of each of the listed
classes will be used to represent each of the classes by their means (in other words the centers).
The mean of a class with N instances from the K nearest neighbors are calculated using (2). In other words,
centroids are found that represent classes.

=

∑

(2)

Upon calculating the means, the CR-KNN calculates the minimum of the distances of the testing instance to
be classified to the calculated means using (3) for all classes j. As the classification decision which is the main
contribution of the CR-KNN, the algorithm relies on the minimum T of all centroids j rather than classical
majority voting.
‖

= min (

‖

)

(3)

The second contribution, the variance effect can also be seen in (3). The variance

= ∑

−

is defined in (4).
(4)

Calculating the distance of the testing instance to centroid contribution of the CR-KNN improves the
classification accuracy of the classical K-NN by eliminating such misclassifications:
Please consider the simple example given at the top. In such a case, because of majority voting, the classical KNN algorithm will conclude that the test instance 9 belongs to class A, since class A and class B has equal number of
instances among the K nearest neighbors and the class A contains an instance, which has the closest proximity to the
testing instance.
Nevertheless, the same class A has an instance, which is further away from the class B instances to the test
instance. 9. To give equal chances to classes in the classification decision, CR-KNN proposes to represent the
classes A, B and C of the K nearest neighbors by centroids and base the classification decision on the distance of the
test instance to the centroids of the classes rather than relying on the individual data members. In this way, if class B
has a centroid closer to the test instance, the CR-KNN can correctly decide that the test instance should belong to
class B.
Furthermore, CR-KNN addresses another classification problem that is the fact that the different datasets
belonging to different application areas may have data distributions that are not easy to deal with. The main
difficulty encountered in different datasets is a data distribution which includes radical data instances belonging to
different classes may have close proximity to other class instances. In such cases, false classification decisions can
be easily produced by the classical K-NN algorithm.
To compensate the distance calculation based decisions of K-NN, the proposed CR-KNN algorithm includes the
effect of how far the instances are spread around the centroids to the classification decision by including the variance
to the decision.
This compensation is achieved by dividing the calculated distances to the centroids to the variance. This results
in concluding that a smaller variance will produce a stronger membership strength versus a greater variance will
produce a weaker membership strength.
The experimental results, which are presented in the next section, demonstrate that both of the proposed
improvements enhance the performance of the classical K-NN algorithm for datasets with different natures.
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III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND THE RELUTS

The proposed CR-KNN algorithm was implemented in Sun JAVA JDK 1.8 [18]. To evaluate and compare the
performance of the proposed algorithm several datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [19] was used.
The summary of the used datasets are given in Table 1. While selecting the datasets, the factors like being binary
or multi-class classification problem, various instance counts and different data distributions were considered so that
the strengths and weaknesses of the proposed CR-KNN algorithm can be analyzed.
Also, it is worth to mention that the experimental model was validated using 10-fold cross validation and the
presented classification accuracy values are the averages of the results found after cross validations.
TABLE I.

REAL DATASETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Dataset

Instances

Features

Classes

ionosphere

351

34

2

wdbc

569

32

2

satimage

6435

36

7

pendigits

10992

16

10

A. Experimental Results
The results presented in this section demonstrate the classification accuracy of the proposed CR-KNN algorithm
and other two recent classification schemes SR-KNN [14] and KMEANS-MOD [17]. The classification accuracy
can be defined as the ratio of the number of correct classifications decisions to the number of total classification
decisions for a given dataset’s total number of testing instances.
The SR-KNN, which was proposed in [14] modifies the KNN algorithm with a self representation of the data
clusters ideology. The presented main aim is to learn an optimal k value in KNN to improve the accuracy of the
classification. To support their claim the authors compare their results with three other algorithms named as kNNC,
LMMN and ADNN which are summarized in [14]. The results presented in [14] paper show better performance
when compared to these three algorithms.
The KMEANS-MOD proposed in [17] on the other hand, is an improved KMEANS clustering based algorithm
which also benefits from the effect of variance and introduces a membership strength as the metric to base its
classification decisions. Since the algorithm proposed in [17] is a KMEANS based algorithm, the classification idea
is completely dependent on strong class representations using whole class data centers.
Table II provides the classification accuracy results which demonstrate the effect of adding variance effect to the
distance calculation of the CR-KNN for different K values.
TABLE II.

CR-KNN WITHOUT THE VARIANCE EFFCT VS INCLUDING VARIANCE EFFECT TO CR-KNN
CR-KNN without Variance Effect

CR-KNN with Variance Effect

K=5

K=7

K=9

K=5

K=7

K=9

pendigits

0.9614

0.9542

0.9459

0.9614

0.9542

0.9459

satimage

0.8815

0.8555

0.8310

0.8815

0.8555

0.8310

ionosphere

0.8729

0.7647

0.6764

0.8975

0.7853

0.7353

wdbc

0.9107

0.8928

0.8928

0.9685

0.9285

0.9285

By investigating the results, it can be observed that the variance effect improves the classification accuracy
performance of the CR-KNN when the dataset used in the classification shows outlying instances in the data
distribution of the class instances like explained in section II. What is more, the results also show that the variance
addition to the distance calculation does not have a degrading effect on the tested datasets, which have a clearer data
separation among the class instances.
Furthermore, it can be observed that, reasonably small K values are enough to achieve improved classification
accuracy performance from the proposed CR-KNN algorithm.
The proposed CR-KNN algorithm was also compared against the classification schemes SR-KNN [14] and
KMEANS-MOD [17] in terms of the classification accuracy performance to investigate how the proposed CR-KNN
algorithm compares against both a recent Nearest Neighbor based classification scheme and a completely centroid
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representation based classification approach.
The comparative results mentioned above can be observed in Table III.
TABLE III. CR-KNN CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

pendigits

KMEANSMOD

ClassicalKNN

SR-KNN

CR-KNN

0.9770

0.9078

0.9452

0.9614

satimage

0.8980

0.9065

0.8806

0.8815

ionosphere

0.9123

0.6286

0.8971

0.8975

wdbc

0.9628

0.6548

0.9650

0.9685

The comparative results presented in Table III illustrate that the proposed CR-KNN improves the performance of
the classical KNN algorithm for the majority of the tested datasets.
Against the other K-NN based algorithm SR-KNN [14], the CR-KNN shows better classification accuracy
performance for all datasets proving that the variance effect and the centroid representation for the data classes
provide the expected improvement on the classification accuracy.
When compared with the KMEANS classification based KMEANS-MOD [17], which is expected to have a
better complete data class center representation with the cost of higher computation complexities, the proposed CRKNN demonstrates a similar accuracy performance, if not better.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new Nearest Neighbor based classification algorithm is presented. The proposed algorithm is
designed to improve the classical K-NN classification scheme with two improvement contributions.
The proposed algorithm was tested with extensive experiments conducted on real datasets with different natures.
The experimental results achieved after experiments show that the proposed algorithm improves the classification
accuracy for the majority of the datasets. Also, the results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is able to
compete against other recently proposed classification schemes successfully.
The future works include focusing on the classification delay performance and testing the proposed algorithm on
other datasets which include higher number of instances, in the margin of millions. Another planned future work is
further improving the distance calculation, by replacing the distance concept with a novel similarity measure capable
of providing similarity of mixed data including both continuous and categorical features.
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